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Scattering Theory for Time- Dependent 
Hamiltonians Asymptotically Constant in Time 
F. GFSTFSY *, + 
Schrodinger operators with time-dependent external electromagnetic fields decay- 
ing asymptotically in space and time are considered. Unitarity of the corresponding 
wave operators is established and used to relate lomsation probabilities and 
geometrically characterired bound and scattering s~atcs. ’ ISi5 Acadcmlc Prcrc. Inc 
According to experiments on multiphoton ionisation of atoms in external 
fields produced by pulsed laser beams we consider Schrodinger operators 
minimally coupled to electromagnetic fields which decay sufliciently fast in 
space and time. Consequently the time-dependent Hamiltonian H(r) 
describing, e.g., the valence electron under the influence of the external 
potentials A(x, 0, 4(x, f) is given by a certain self-adjoint realization of the 
differential expression (cf. Section 3) 
[-IV-A(x, !)I’+ V(x)+&x, I), (x, I) E R” ’ ‘, n>l (1.1) 
where V describes the atomic interaction. Since V dominates as , t, + TC we 
also study the asymptotic Hamiltonian H, (describing the pure atomic 
interaction) which corresponds to the differential expression (see Section 3) 
-A + V(x), x E W”, ?l> 1. (I.21 
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Our main topic in Section 3 is proving the existence and completeness (in 
fact unitarity) of wave operators associated with the pair (H(I). H ,. ) under 
general conditions on A, C#J and I/. Concerning the existence problem 
Theorem 3.4 represents an extension of previous results of [3] in so far as 
our conditions are sufficiently general to include strong local singularities 
in A and q5 rcsp. V. Unitarity of the wave operators in Theorem 3.8 is then 
shown by using a new technique based on uniform bounds of energy expec- 
tation values of general semibounded. time-dependent Hamiltonians. These 
bounds, which are of interest in their own right, are discussed in Section 2 
(cf. Lemma 2.2). Their use in the proof of Theorem 3.8 again allows exten- 
sion of and at the same time simplification of the proof of corresponding 
results in [3]. In Section 4 we consider some applications to the concept of 
photoionisation probabilities as introduced in [3]. In particular we derive 
basic properties. such as gauge invariance of ionisation probabilities, and 
discuss relations with geometrically characterized bound and scattering 
states [6]. 
2. Bou~us ON ENERGY EXPECTATION VALUES 
In this section we prove a simple lemma implying bounds on energy 
expectation values of time-dependent Hamiltonians uniformly bounded 
from below. This result turns out to be a key tool in proving unitarity (and 
hence completeness) of the corresponding wave operators in the next sec- 
tion. 
We start introducing some notations: Let H(r), r E W. be a family of self- 
adjoint operators in a (complex, separable) Hilbert space MI. A two- 
parameter family C!(r. s). (s, I) E R’. is called a propagator (time evolution 
operator) associated with H(r) if 
Ati) C( 1. .s) is unitary for all (s, I) E R”. 
A(ii) U( 1. 1) = 1 for all f E W, 
A(iii) E(1.s) E(s,r)= U(t,r) for all (r,s, 1)ElR3, 
A(iv) ci(1. .r) are jointly strongly continuous in (s, f) E R2, 
A(v) U(r, s) D(H(s)) c D(H(f)) for all (s, r) E lR2 and for all 
f E D( H(s)), Cr( t, s)fis strongly continuously differentiable with respect to r 
and 
- 
; U(t,.s)j‘= -iH(r) C'(r,s)f: 
In the special case where the family H(t) has a domain independent of t 
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one has the following convenient criterion for the existence and uniqueness 
of ti( 1, s): 
THEOREM 2.1. Let H(t), t E W, he a fhmily of self-ua’joint operators in MI 
such thar 
(r) D(H(t)) = ID,, is independent of f, 
(/I’) for any compact intercal I c R the map 
(!,.s)-+(t-s) ’ [(H(t)-z,)(H(s)-z,) l-11, 
exrencls to a ,jointly stron& continuous bounded operator valued map on 
Ix I. 
Then there exists u unique propugator U( t, s) obeying A(i)-A( v). 
For a proof of Theorem 2.1 we refer to [ 271 (see also [34,39]). 
In contrast to the case where H is time independent and hence energy 
conservation automatically guarantees boundedness (in fact time indepen- 
dence) of energy expectation values 
(C’ !(I-- I,,% H<,- I”-- ‘“If, = (.f. fff), .fE D(H) (2.1) 
with respect to f, a nonconservative system described by H(t) may 
exchange energy with its cnvironmcnt and consequently expectation values 
of the type 
(C(r, .s)j; H(t) U(t, s)f), f~ f4W.s)) (2.2) 
may be unbounded as 1 r 1 + 3~. In the following we present a simple 
criterion concerning bounds on the growth rate of expectation values (2.2) 
as ,ll-+z. 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose H(t), t E R. to be u,family qf self-aa’joint operators 
in W such that 
(a) conditions (a) and (p) qf Theorem 2.1 are satisfied, 
(b) H(t) is unijkrml~y bounded from below, i.e., there exists un E, > 0 
such thut 
H(t)+E,>, 1 .for all t E R, 
(c) .fur u given f E D(H(s)) und .fur y = 0 or q = 1 assume 
llCH(t)+&l ‘4 + ’ v2 U( I, .y) 1‘ 112 to be local!,~ ah.solutel~v continuous with 
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(2.3) 
;;[H(t)+E,,]“” I’? c:(l,.s)j‘i,’ 
CXP 
'rlf(.s)+E,,1'"+"?1‘~I' 
C/T U(T) f/J = I (2.4) 
<(I -/J) ’ i”““““‘dTLI(T) ~c&~J< 1. (2.5) 
- 111,111 \.I, 
Proof: It suffices to consider p = 1 and s 6 t. Integrating 
- 
&; II[H(T)+E,,]“'+ I" C'(T,.Y)/'II' 
~U(T)II[H(S)+I:‘,,]“” ‘I2 [/(T,.S),f‘,I’ 
from .X to t we obtain the estimate (2.4). 1 
Rctrwk 2.3. (a) If (I E L’(W) Lemma 2.2 provides explicit bounds on 
IJ[H(I)+E,)]‘“’ I’,? I;(/. .s)f Ii as 1 I: -+ x,. This should be compared with 
the notion of “c’ has time-bounded energy H, at ? x,” as introduced in 
[6], which states that 
sup ;I F( H, ) C’( t, s)./‘ !I = M < X, 
,i 12 
(2.6) 
for a total set ofj’s, where HI is a self-adjoint operator (representing, e.g., 
the kinetic energy of the system) and F is a real, nonnegative function 
(possibly depending on J’) such that F(L) +;, _ I x (see also 
Remark 3.9(b)). 
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(b) Obviously Lemma 2.2 has various generalisations if the function 
s-+.x-p, .Y= I:[H(1)+E,] ‘I’ ’ “‘2 U(f, .r)f II’, O<p 6 I, on the right-hand 
side of inequality (2.3) is replaced by other suitable functions. Since only 
the special case p = I is needed in the sequel we do not elaborate on this 
point. 
3. EXISTENUE AND COMPLETENESS OF WAVE OPERATORS 
After introducing the Schrodinger operator H(r) in the presence of exter- 
nal electromagl,etic interactions A(x, I), Q(x, 1) and the corresponding 
asymptotic Hamiltonian H, we prove existence and completeness 
(unitarity) of the wave operators associated with (H(t). H, ). 
Let H,, denote the kinetic cncrgy operator in f.2(R”) 
H,,= -A, D(H,,) = H2.'(W"). (3.1) 
In order to define the asymptotic (time-independent) Hamiltonian H, 
(describing, e.g.. the valence electron in Hydrogen-like atoms) WC assume 
B(i) k’: W” + .&? is a measurable, locally integrable function such that 
1 I’ ’ ’ is relatively bounded with respect to Hi, * with bound less than one 
and introduce 
H, =H,,/ V (3.2) 
by the method of forms. C:,.(f, .s) = c “’ ‘I”, denotes the corresponding 
propagator. As a technical assumption we add 
B(ii) D(H;)~lD(H,~) for some YE [l/2, 11. 
The time-dependent Hamiltonian H(t) is then defined as follows. WC 
assume 
C(i) gl:W”+‘-+R,A,:R”+‘-+W, ?,,4,:R”+‘-+R. I <,j<n arc 
measurable, locally integrable functions (C, denotes differentiation with 
respect to X, in the sense of distributions, x = (.Y’ ,..., x,,) E I%“) and for some 
E>O and all IER 
!I I A,(,)J(H; ',I + E) ‘II+i’lA,(f)l’(Ht,+E) ‘II 
+ IIV,A,)W(H;+ E) ’ II + I d(~)(H:,+ 0 ’ II 
<c(r. E)< 3c. 1 <.idn 
such that either (for lixed r) 
c( 1, E) - 0 or I..-* I IIH;,(H, +Q ‘II,-,O. . I 
Then WC have 
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LEMMA 3. I. Axsutnc~ H( i ), B( ii ) und (‘(i ) utd itztroduc~i~ 
U’(r)=A’(r)-‘A([).( -/V) (-/V.A)(t)+&t), 
(3.3) 
ni( W(f)) = WH:,). 
H(r)=H, + W(r)=[-rv-A(t)]‘+ V+#(f). 
( 3.4 1 
D(H(f))= D(H, 1 
is self-adjoint. If in addition 
sup C( 1. E) = C(E) < 3t 
IC H 
then H(r) is uniformly bounded from below, i.e.. 
H(c)+&,> 1 for all t E [w 
for E,, 3 0 sufliciently large. 
ProoJ: It suffices to consider, e.g., the term A(!)( -rV) and to note that 
(E. E’ > 0 large enough ) 
l~I,(r)(-ic’,)(H, +E’) ’ I<I,A,(r)(H; “+E) ’ 11 il( -iZ,)(H:i’+ I) ’ II 
x II(K ‘?+E)(H:,‘+l)(H, +E’) ‘I’ 
and for any O</I< + 
IH,“(H, +k’) ‘iI61 H[(H, +E’) “ilil(H, +E’) “II-O. 1 
Retmrk 3.2. (a) By Sobolev inequalities VE L”( I?‘) + L ’ ( W) for some 
p >, I if n = I, p > 1 if n = 2, and p 2 ni:2 if n >, 3 suff~ccs to imply hypothesis 
B(i) (cf. [7]). If n=3, VeR+L”([W’) (R=the Rollnik class) also implies 
B(i) (see [34]). 
(b) Obviously B(ii) is always fulfilled for x = i. If B( ii) only holds for 
x = 4, C’(i) implies that A,(t) are bounded (I, A,(t)\1 ,. < CC ) whereas r > 4 
allows local singularities (cf. Remark 3. IO ). 
In order to guarantee a unitary propagator U( I, s) associated with H( 1) 
and to obtain the existence of suitable wave operators we next suppose 
C(ii) W(r)(H;+ I) ’ is strongly continuously differentiable with 
respect to f E W, 
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C(iii) there is a r,>O such that 
II Wt)(H;;+ 1) - ’ 11 E L’(( - m, - To] u [T,, 00); dt). 
LEMMA 3.3. Assume B(i), B(ii), C(i)-C(iii). Then there exists a unique 
propagator U(t, S) associuted with H(t) obeying A(i)-A(v) and the wave 
oprrator.s Q + ,,( H( . ), H 13 )
Q+,,(H(.), H.,)=s- lim U(t,s)* U,(f,s), SE ‘I% (3.5) 
I ? ir 
e.Ti.st on ~11 of L*(W). 
Proof: (a) By Lemma 3.1 condition (x) of Theorem 2.1 holds. Con- 
dition (1)) follows from (Ea 0 large enough) 
$[(H(r)+E) ‘f]=(H(r)+E)- ‘{$[W(I)(H;+l) ‘I} 
x(H;,+l)(H.+E)-‘[l+W(t)(H,+E) ‘I-‘1; 
.fE LZ( lw). 
(b) By conditions B(i), @ii), C(i), C(ii) U(r, s)* U,(t, s)(H, + E,) ’ g, 
KE L’(P), is strongly continuously differentiable with respect to 1. The 
estimate 
II?t 
‘2 [U(tt.s)* U,(t,s)(H, +E,) ‘g]l’ 
<I/L’(l,s)* Wt)(H;+l) ‘l!l~(H;j+l)(H, +Eo) ‘U,(~,~)gll 
~cllglIIIW(r)(H;+1) “IEL’((-x, -TJu[T,,~x,;d~) 
together with Cook’s argument and the fact that !I( H, ) is dense in L*(W) 
completes the proof. 1 
After these preliminaries we now discuss a concrete realization of con- 
ditions C(i) C(iii): 
THEOREM 3.4. Assume wndition.s B(i) and B(ii) and suppose 
(I) &I(f)=(b’p’l(f)+~‘p:t(t), 
(6 , A,)(t) = A”“‘(t) + l”‘z’(r) , , ’ 1 bjdn 
@P”‘(l), Pq 1) E Ly W), 1 d j G n, for pk > n/2%, pI 2 2, 
k= 1, 2, 
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(II) A,(t)=Ajli”(/)+AjY2)(t), 1 <j<n, ~,here 
A’yk’(t) E Lyw), / 1 <.j d n, .fbr qA > n/(2x - 1 ), qk 3 4 
(a > 4, k = I,2 
and ql=q,= m {fci=$. 
In addition assume that 
(III) d”‘“‘(t), A”lpiJ(t), Alqk)(t), 1 dj<n, k= I, 2, we continuously dif 
.ferentiahle in Lph and LYh-norm with respect to t, and 
(IV) there esists u T,,>O and a function 0<t,b~L”(R)n 
L1((-x)-T,,]u[T,,ccj);dt)such that 
II Ph)(t)lIpr + II ‘pU)ll,, + II ywll,, d $(t) .b I fl > To, 
16jdn, k= 1, 2. 
Then conditions C(i)-C(iii) are fulfilled, in particular H(t) is unifbdy houn- 
ded,from below, and the wave operators 
Q.,.,(H(.), H,)=s- lim U(t,s)* U,x(t,~), s E R 
I-*x 
exist on all qf L’(R”). 
Proof: We first indicate that C(i) is fulfilled. Let 0 < j < 1 and 
UE Lp( RR) with p > n/2/J, p 3 2. If .fE D(Hg) we infer 
Il.~l/,~ll~~+/~128~~‘I//,ll~~+I~128~71/2~~~ 9 ‘=p ‘+2 ’ 
and by the Hausdorff-Young inequality [27] 
/I.f.Ilr~ll.711y~ r ‘+4 ‘=A 1 <q<2. 
Consequently, the estimate 
ll~~l12811~llpll.f’ll~, F’+r ‘=2 ’ 
G II up ll.7ll,= II VI, lI(1 +E l~12p)v’ (1 +‘T I~12Bmy 
<I/ UII, II(1 + I.lzg)-’ II,, [E’-‘!~~~ II H~f/l2+~-~‘~~~ llfll21, e>O 
and hence 
II Vffi + E) ~ ’ II d c(-WII W, (3.6) 
together with conditions (I) and (II) and with II/ EL”(R) prove C(i). (For 
the terms 4, V. A, 2A( -rV) in W this is obvious by the argument given 
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above; the conditions on A, for the 2A. ( - rV)-term are also sufficient for 
the A2-term.) Moreover conditions (III) and (IV) and (3.6) directly imply 
C(ii) and C(iii). 1 
Remark 3.5. Clearly the results obtained so far easily extend to the case 
where H,, is replaced by another family of self-adjoin& explicitly time- 
dependent Hamiltonians H,(r), IE R (with D(H,(r))= D(H(1)) indepen- 
dent of f) if, e.g., condition (IV) in Theorem 3.4 is replaced by 
Il~‘“^‘(f)-~~P~‘(f)I( Pk + “. <$(I), etc. 
(where in obvious notation d,(r) =#\““(I) + diPz’(r) denotes the 
corresponding external scalar potential in H,(t)). 
In general H r has negative eigenvalues E, < 0 and under suitable con- 
ditions on V (e.g., 1 r/(x)1 <c(l + 1 xl) “, p > 0, suitably) an expansion of 
the type 
s, s’ > 0. sl> 0, 1 E Z suitably (3.7) 
holds. Here P,, 0 <.j < N, denote the projections onto the eigenspace of HI 
corresponding to E,, = 0, E, < 0, 1 <j 6 N, and 1:. Ii ,,, (I denotes the norm of 
bounded operators from L2( R”; (I + 1 x I )” d’.u) to L’( R”: (I + I x I ) ” d”,~) 
for appropriate s, s’ > 0. Generically (i.e., in the absence of zero-energy 
resonances and bound states) r = n/2 and /I = 0 for n 2 3, x = 1 and /j = 2 if 
n=2, r= $ and /I=0 if n= I (cf. [12 14, 23, 261). In the special case 
where H, has no eigenvalues (e.g., 0~ I’(x)dc(l + Ix I) I’, p > max 
(2,4 -n) and V(x) > 0 on a subset of positive Lebesgue measure) and an 
estimate of the type 
II f? ““x I ,,,, y.,,,yx O(lfl ““(In IfI)“). nb3 (3.8) 
holds, the time decay in (3.8) can be used to improve assumption (IV) in 
Theorem 3.4 considerably. As an example we state 
LEMMA 3.6. Ler n b 3. 
(a) Assume thut V E Lp([w”), p > n/2, 2 <p -C n, is red and [hat H ,. 
has purely ahsolutel~~ continuous spectrum, i.e., 
W,,.( H, ) = L’( Iw”). 
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exisf on rrll of L’( R”). 
(c) Assumc~ condifiotts ( I )--( II I ) 01‘ Theoretn 3.4 with r = 1. 
(d ) H~placc~ condifkm (IV ) of Thrown 3.4 h>* 
I c$““‘(1)1 pI + I~Ji;~‘i’(r)l ri Gconst. ‘11 ’ ‘.“r’pi, 
II Aj’“)( r)I ‘,I 6 const. I , ’ ’ ’ ” “’ jbr some I: > 0, I <,j < n, k = I, 2. 
Then S2 i ,,( If(. ). H , ) cxisf on all of’L*( R”). 
Proof: 
fit., 
By the chain rule Q + ,,( H(. ), H ,. ) exist if the wave operators 
d - 5 - I.\ - lim U( f ,  s)* C;,,( f ,  s), c:,( 1, s) = l, I(1 ’ WC I--r f  I 
exist. Let RE s(W) (the Schwartz space) then 
(H,,+l) ‘gas and U( 1, .s)* L’,( I, s)( H,, + I ) ’ g 
is strongly continuously differentiable with respect to f 
,( ? 
Ji;;;WLO* Cdt,.s)(Ho+ I) ‘~1’ 
= II[Wf)+ V U,(L.S)(H,+ 1) ‘gll. (3.9) 
By Holder’s inequality and the Riesz-Thorin interpolation theorem [27] 
I Vf-j’o(~.s)(H,,+ 1) ‘~11~ 
<!I vii,, Ir/i,‘(f,.~)(H,‘+l) ‘~ll:.,p ‘+y ‘~2‘ ’ 
,< (4n 1 f -.sI) ‘I” II VIlp ll(II,,+ 1) ’ Kll,, 
‘i ‘fr ’ = 1 (3.10) 
and the right-hand side of (3.10) belongs to L’( ( - CC, - r,] u [To, s ); dr) 
for some r0 > 0. In order to treat the W(f)-term in Eq. (3.9) it suffices to 
consider the term A( - iv): 
INA, Udf,.s)(-k?,)(H,+ 1) ‘gll2 
G IIA,(l)ll, II u,(b.s)(-G,)(H,,+ 1) ‘gll.,, y ‘+‘J ‘=2 ’ 
~(4~I~-~~~)~“‘YII~,(~)ll~II(-id,)(Ho+1) ‘gll,, 7. ‘+r-‘=l 
which again belongs to L’((-GO, -T,]u[T,,cx;);df). m 
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Remark 3.7. (a) Sufficient conditions for (a) and (b) of Lemma 3.6 to 
hold in the weak coupling (or repulsive VZO) case are well known (see 
e.g., [ 15, 29, 3 1 ] ). 
(b) Lemma 3.6 extends in a straightforward manner to long-range 
interactions if e ‘I’ r’yl is replaced by a corresponding modified free 
evolution operator (cf. Ch. XI.9 in [28]). 
Finally we turn to the completeness problem and prove: 
THEOREM 3.8. In addition to conditions B(i) and B(ii) and (I)- (IV) OJ 
Theorem 3.4 assume thur 
(V) rhere exisrs a function O<UEL’((--x, -T,,]u[To, a;); dt) 
such that .for It) 3 T, 
II ~‘%)llP‘ + II .;j’:pk~ullpi + II k;wllyi <a(r), 1 dj<n,k= 1,2 
(where . denotes d$ferentiation with respecr 10 1). Then 
Q+,,,(H,, H(.))=s- lim U,(t,s)* U(f,s), .Y E w  
I .i’ 
exist on all sf L’(W”) and equal Q f ,,( H( .), H, )*. Consequent!, 
R t .,( H( . ), H 7. ) are unitury. 
Proqf: Following the proofs of Lemma 3.3 and Theorem 3.4 it suffices 
to show that 
/I(&+ 1) Wt,s)gll, ; ti 2 To (3.1 I) 
is uniformly bounded in t for all gE D( H x ). By condition B(ii) and the fact 
that Ic/ E L”(R) we conclude that 
II(H;+1)(IH.l+I) ‘(IH,;+1NWr)+E,) ‘(Htt)+E,,)U(r,s)gII 
6~ IICH(~)+&l U(LS)RII (3.12) 
where E,, > 0 is chosen large enough and c is independent of f. Next we try 
to apply Lemma 2.2. To avoid differentiability problems we first introduce 
Yosida’s approximation [40] 
H,,(I) = H(f)[ 1 +m ‘H(I)] ‘, m>E,,mEN (3.13) 
with CI,(t, s) the associated propagator as an intermediate step. For 
ge Ul(H,) we obtain 
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x [ff,,,(r)+ &,I L~,,,(~.S)K. [H,,,(1)+E,,l L’,,,(r,s)K 
62 iJ[l +m ‘H(t)] ’ 
( > 
$W [l+m ‘H(t)1 ’ CHn,(~) + &I ’ !I 
x ;ILH,,,(r)f &I /I,,,(l, .s)‘d? 
< (.I ! ‘,; CW(r)(lff, I + 1) ‘I’: L 
x ‘,(I K + 1 )LWf) + E,,l[Wt) + &,I ’ 
x [I +m ‘ff(/)] ’ [If,,(/)+&] ‘! 
x ,ILH,,,(Ot- &,I C~,,,(I..~)KI? 
<(“I ‘1% [W(l)(H:,+ I ) ‘Ii1 .I[H,,,(t)+ &,I L,,,(r. s)gl12 
~(.“‘u(f),I[H,,,(f)+E,,] ci,,,(l..s)gl’2, ItI 3 T,, 
where c’, c”. c”’ are constants independent of t and tn and Eq. (3.6) and 
assumption (V) have been used in the last step (using Holder’s inequality 
and $ E I, ’ (I%) the condition on A, for the 2A( - rV)-term are again suf- 
ficient to treat the A’-term). An application of Lemma 2.2 with p = y = 1 
and the fact that .s - lim,,, _ , [H,,(s) + E,] g = [H(s) + E,] g shows that 
IIrH,,,(~)+ J5,l C!,,,(r. s)KII. XE NH,. 1 
is uniformly bounded in I and m. Since 
.s- lim LH,(r)+E;,,] U,,,(r,.s)~=[[(I)+E,] U(f,.s)~ 
,N . I 
holds for all go D(H, ) [16] the right-hand side of (3.12) and hence (3.11) 
is uniformly bounded in r. m 
Remark 3.9. (a) In the special case where VE ,!.‘(rW3) + L “(RJ), 
A,(x, I), 2,(x, t) are essentially bounded in (x, 1) and 4(x, r)=O. 
Theorems 3.4 and 3.8 essentially have been proved in [3]. Even in this 
special case the use of Lemma 2.2 instead of results of [4] (see also [2]) to 
prove the uniform boundedness of (3.11) considerably simplifies and shor- 
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tens the proof. For other results on atomic photo ionisation we refer to 
[22]. The case where A = 0, V= 0 and 4(x, 1) decays sufficiently rapidly in 
time has been discussed extensively in the literature [8-11, 17-19, 21, 24, 
25, 33, 35, 37, 383. Violation of unitarity of Q f ,,(I-!(. ), H,,) in examples 
where H(I) = H,, + &I) and, e.g., O(t) decreases too slowly as I I 1 + LX is 
discussed in [36]. 
(b) The above proof shows that I? has time-bounded energy H:, (and 
H ‘ ) at + x in the sense of [6]. 
Remark 3.10. To illuminate the conditions on the external potentials 
A(x, r), 4(x, I) we note that for local singularities at a lixed point X”E UP’, 
x E Lp(tR”), roughly allows a behaviour of the type x(x)~ ; r. 1 x - xg(” “‘I’ 
for some t;>O. At infinity ;cEL”(R”) roughly implies x(x),~, ; , 
Ix) t’+ ‘:“I, E > 0. From this consideration it is easy to read off the 
corresponding constraints on A, 4 due to conditions (I) and (II) in 
Theorem 3.4. Similarly, condition (IV) of Theorem 3.4 (resp. condition (V) 
of Theorem 3.8) roughly demands a 0( I I I ’ -“) (resp. 0( 1 I I ’ ‘:)), 8 > 0, 
falloff in A, I$ for large times. 
4. APPLICATIONS 
The aim of this section is to consider the concept of photoionisation 
probability [3] and to discuss some relations with geometrically charac- 
terized bound and scattering states. 
Let P,, R> 0 be the family of orthogonal projections onto the sphere 
{x~[W”lxl ,<R} in L’(W). Then, following [I, 321, the set M’, of 
geometric bound states associated with H, consists of states which arc 
localized uniformly in time 
Mt. = {#I lim sup II [ 1 - PR] CT, (f, s) 4 I = 0}, SE Ft. (4.1) 
K - x I E id 
The set WI’, of geometric scattering states of H,. consists of states which 
leave any bounded region in the time mean? i.e., 
’ tiIIIP,C,(r,s)t+b =OforallR>O), s E R. (4.2) 
7’ 
Similarly, geometric bound and scattering states for the explicitly time- 
dependent Hamiltonian H(t) are defined according to [6] as follows: 
f@+.,= i41diFx SUP IICl - PNl U(l,.s)d =0), SE Iw (4.3 1 
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and 
rlt~(P,~(r,s)ll/~~=OforallR>O SE[W (4.4) 
(whenever + (resp. >< ) occurs in some equation the equation is meant to 
have separate meaning for + and - ). Clearly M’z’) are independent of .Y 
and 
buy,’ = by& r) Ml”!‘), (r, 3) E LlP. (4.5) 
Moreover M:“, 442:: are closed linear subspaces and Ml!;,, (resp. Ml!, ) 
are orthogonal to M < ,, (resp. 4Al!,. ) [I, 5, 61. In fact, by condition B(i) H , 
obeys the local compactness condition (i.e., PH( H , - i) ’ is compact for 
all R > 0) and the relations 
wh, = DJ,,(H < L M’, = DG,(H, ), kA’; @Ml! =L’(lR”) (4.6) 
are known to hold [I, 5. 323. where H,,( H, ) rcsp. M,( H, ) denote the 
point resp. continuous spectral subspace associated with If ,. Existence 
and unitarity of 52 + ,,( H(. ), H , ) immediately leads to corresponding 
results for H(1): 
LEMMA 4. I. Assume B(i), B(ii) and conditions (I ) (V) qj’ Theorems 3.4 
und 3.8. Then 
u’h ., =f2, .,(H(.). H, ))f,,(H,). M’+,>=Q .,,(H(.), H.)I-U,(H,) (4.7) 
in parriculnt 
W/;,,@M\ ,=LZ(W”), .YE R. (4.8 1 
Proof. We first show that Mt;,,,sQL.,(H(.), H,)W,(H, ). Let 
4 E W,( H, ) = MO”, ; then 
lim sup ll[l -P/71 WLS)Q+.,(H(.), H, )&! H-5 ,> C’ 
G,‘” SUP,Ii[I1-P~1 L’(l,s)[Q+.,(H(.). H,.)-U(l,s)* U,(~,.S)]C+,~ 
’ ,$, 
+!” sup IICI -P,l U,(f,s)&i 
* I*< 
G SUP llC~~..,(H(.),H.~)-Li(f,s)*~~,(f,~)]~lI forall,VEN (4.9) 
I .) I , < .\ 
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since compact time intervals have no influence in the definitions (4.1) and 
(4.3). By the existence of 
s- lim U(f,.s)* cr,,(f,s)=52,.,(H(.), H., ) 
I--r f:zL 
(cf. Theorem 3.4) (4.9) is arbitrarily small for N large enough. To prove 
~,W)=L,sW(~h Hz)* Mh,., one interchanges the role of H(t) and H,. 
Next let I,+E W,(H,:)= Ml/,; then 
< lim 1-27 
\ 
T-2 J T, 
df ‘I[Q. ,.s(H(~), H, )- U(r. .s)* U,(r,.s)l @II 
1 -kT 
+ lim - TJ dr’IP,U,(t,.s)t+bII=O T.L .( 
proves Ml I+ ,F 2 R .,,(H(-LH,)W(H,,). H,(H,,)zQ..,(H(~LH, f *ML.,, 
again follows by interchanging U(f, s) and U,z (I, s). 1 
Remurk 4.2. (a) P, in definitions (4.1)-(4.4) and in condition B(iii) can 
be replaced by any family of uniformly bounded operators P,, r > O1 
IP,II<l,suchthats-lim,,,P,=l (cf.rl.61). 
(b) If H, has no singular continuous spectrum (i.e., W,.( H, ) = 
W,,,.(H,)) the limits in the time mean in (4.2) and hence in (4.4) can be 
replaced by ordinary limits [I] and Eqs. (4.6).(4.8) still hold. (Scattering 
subspaces without time averaging have also been considered in [20, 381.) 
WC now turn to the photoionisation probability as introduced in [3]. 
Let Y(.r) be the initial state of the system described by H(t); then, as 
[*CC, Y(f)= C’(f, s) Y(s) is approximated in norm by the state 
Y , (f) = U,.(f, s) Y, (s), where V/(s)=Q+,,(H(.),H,) Y+(s). Con- 
sequently the component of Y + (s) in kt<(H, ) = M /, represents the 
corresponding ionisation probability IP, 
IPv= IIP,(H.) YY, W12ill Y+Wl12 
= ‘I PAH, 1 Q + .,(W. )> if, )* W.s)l12/ll W)ll’ (4.10) 
(P, (H I ) the projection onto H,( H, )). Since 
o',(~,s)SZ,,,(H(.),H,~)*=R,,,(ff(.),ff,)* Ci(r,.s), (.s,t)~(W' (4.11) 
IP, in (4.10) is independent of .s. 
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To prove gauge invariance of II’,,, WC consider gauge transformations of 
the type 
A(x. 1) +&x. I)= A(x. I) + (Vi)(x. I), 
&x. O-+&x, r)=qqx. l)-i(x, I) 
(4.12) 
where for simplicity j. E C”( ‘R” ’ ’ ), (Vi.)(r) E 1. ’ (R”), /i( /)E 1 ’ (KY). 
According to (4.12) WC introduce 
l^I,(I)=0”“‘[H, -&,]P ‘j”‘, 
/q( ( ) = /A”‘[ H( I) - i(l)] f’ ““I 
and note that 
(4.13) 
(4.14) 
arc easily seen to be the corresponding propagators. In particular the fact 
that 
b ..\= .s- lim i.(l..s)* r’, (!. .s)=&~“‘SZ~ ,,(/-I(.), H, )e l’lS1 (4. I5 
I . f  I 
leads to: 
LEMMA 4.3. The photoionisation prohuhilit~* IP, is gauge invariant un& 
trunsformutions of’ the type (4.12 ). 
Remark 4.4. The strong conditions i. E C’( R” -I ‘), etc., were only used 
to avoid domain considerations in (4.13). Following the lines of 
Theorem 1.2 in [20] this condition can be weakened considerably. 
Remurk 4.5. The important connection between the geometric 
approach in Lemma 4.1 and the definition of IP, in (4.10) is the following 
one: Whenever Y(s) E Ml ‘, ,, (resp. Y’(s)E Mb, ,,) and hence by (4.7) 
Q. ,(~~(.),H,)*Y(.~)E~~,(H,)(~CS~.R,.,(H(~),H.)*~(.S)EW,(H,)) 
the corresponding ionisation probability equals one IP,= I 
(resp. IF’,= 0). In other words, for a general YI(.Y)E L2(R”) only the com- 
ponent of Y(s) in the geometric subspacc of scattering states M’, ,,, con- 
tributes to ionisation. On the other hand for all states in Ml”+,\ 
(dim Ml’+ ,~ = dim W,(ff ,- )) the ionisation probability is a priori zero [30]. 
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